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IN EVERYDAY WORKING LIFE, THE 
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL FOR INDIVIDUAL 
NEEDS THE MEDITATION AREA WHERE 
THE COMFORT IS PROVIDED ALL IN. 
PLATFORM IS CREATED FOR PHYSICAL 
SUPPORT —SHAPED DESIGN SUITS ALL 
MOVEMENTS AND CONDUCTIVE TO THE 
PRODUCTIVITY BY EQUIPPING MORE 
USEFUL FEATURES AND OPTIONS.





EXPANDABILITY



PLATFORM is created with the concept of flexibility at workplace. Nowadays, the business 
is fast running and growing everywhere as it is part of the world. PLATFORM is the desking 
system that provides dynamic and collective structure for particular terms of expanding 
workstation and practical usage. The more your office supports you, the more flourish your 
business goes.



FUNCTIONALITY



Many people take sometimes to fidget with their workstation at least once a day. PLATFORM 
is designed for more functional support with ingenious concept. The worktools are located on 
the desk, tools bar or even on privacy screen that simplifies your daily work.



WORKTOP DESIGNS



To utilize the space with the most productively, PLATFORM provides the remarkable top shapes 

to conform to the regular organizing on desk top and the motions of individual users. Moreover, it 

creates the nice and tidy environment at workplace.



CONFIGURATIONS



Not only functional and aesthetic designed for PLATFORM, but also flexible to make several 

choices of the configurations to match up the space. Extended benefits to the workstation is 

the integration concept which extension unit and storage can be ideally combined.



MANAGERIAL SET



PLATFORM presents the managerial desk with sleek and marvelous pattern. The alternative 
of glazed top and veneer top bring the elegant look which manifests the stylish appearance.



WIRING MANAGEMENT
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01 PLATFORM is designed to generate the wiring management that starting up 
from floor, rolling down from ceiling as the cable tray provides the transparent 
and accessible line underneath the table top.

02 PLATFORM is applicable to the equipments such as vertical cable guide and 
power pole.

03 The connected leg is created for well-organized wiring management under-
neath the table top.
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01 SINGLE DESK 
 comes with fancy styles and combinations to make the most livable in daily work.

02 SINGLE BENCHING 
 to horizontally classify the users with facilely interacting. 

03 DOUBLE DESKING
 offers sleek and clean look and feel with innovative materials and finishes.

04 120° CLUSTER
 imaginative idea emerging by the inspired worktop design and open plan.

05 90° CLUSTER
 better work space on top surface brings about productive working activities.

06 MEETING TABLE
 encouraging to fruitfully brainstorming and come up with the ideally concepts.

CONFIGURATIONS



FEATURES

Grommet 
Developed design defines the multi-functional provided which not only for wiring 
runs up to the desk top, but also for the screen clamp.

Universal track 
Aluminum track is created to support the accessories attached on the desk with easily approachable.

Side Screen
The concepts of mobility and simplified 
set up are defined for the side screen.

Housing 
90° housing for single desk and 45° for double housing, 
provide comfortable and convenient reach to the power tray.



Flipper 
Simply design of open flip is provided for conveniently reach to power tray 
from the desk top that makes more pragmatic movement.

Shared leg 
Designed to support interactive movements 
and the inside space is for organizing all wires.

Glider
For table height adjustment; approximately 
two centimeter adjustable.

Screen unit 
Two separate pieces of lower screen and top glazed screen create more dynamic and pleasant look. 
The lower screen can be wood and fabric upholstery with the rail on top for accessories hanging.

Edging
Edging is a part that brings the outstanding look to workstation by 
choosing the edging color for pleasing counterpart or counterpoint.
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It has been over a few years that ROCKWORTH has studied the consequences 
to the environment caused by our business. The study is conducted not 
only within our organization but also to our customers, suppliers and other 
environmental specialists.

We understand the difference of steps toward the sustainable organization 
and realize that we can only achieve this by working together with everyone 
in our company. Starting from product design, production through delivery 
and installation.

In the journey of sustainable business and environmental friendly, we 
continuously focus on the following development and improvement.

requirement related to the environment aspects of the organization.

reducing waste and reducing consumption of non-renewable energy.

STEP TOWARD THE GREEN



www.rockworth.com


